
real kind of love
Written by Dante Bowe and Jeff Schneeweis
Key: D | BPM: 75 | Time: 4/4

INTRO
5 / 6m / | 4 / / / | 5 / 6m / | 4 / / /
Oooo, yeah, Oooo, whoa
Let’s talk about it, yeah

VERSE 1
5   6m 4

Love,  sometimes we make it so com - plicated
5

When it ain't really that hard to understand
6m                                    4

Maybe we're just over - thinking

VERSE 2
5

Do we use it too much
6m 4
Don't say that word if you don't really mean it

5
If you ain't ready to give until there's nothing left

6m                                 4
Laying down what you want to help somebody else

CHORUS 1
5

We need a real kind of love (love, love)
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it (we need, need it)

5                                       6m
Something that don't give up easy

4
Never giving up, never giving in

5
A real kind of love (we need a real kind of love)
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it (love, yeah)

5                              6m
Better if the worse is coming

4
Never giving up, never giving in a real kind of

VERSE 3
5  6m 4

Sometimes it's good,  sometimes it comes with the baggage
5 6m

Hey, stop believing the hashtags, IG posts
4

It ain't real if a filter's on your photos

VERSE 4
5   6m

Sometimes you sur - vive
4

Sometimes it leaves you with your heart broken
5 6m

It's better to love than not love at all
4

It's worth all the highs and the lowest lows

CHORUS 2
5

We need a real kind of love (ooh)
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it (hey, we know that we need it)

5                                      6m
Something that don't give up easy (it don’t give up easy, no)

4
Never giving up, never giving in

5
A real kind of love (real, hey, oh, yeah, oh)
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it (yeah, we need it, need it)

5                              6m
Better if the worse is coming (better if the worse is comin’)

4
Never giving up, never giving in a real kind of

BRIDGE
5                              6m 4

Give me some - thing that I can feel
6m           5

Played around now I want the real
6m                      4

Ain't got time for no substi - tutes
6m         5

It ain't my vibe if it ain't You
6m 4

Take these shades off to see my eyes
6m 5

Something true, I want something fire that don't let go
6m                           4

When You move, I move it ain't my vibe if it ain't

CHORUS 3
1       5

Love, love
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it

(Oh yeah, you know that we need it)
5                                       6m

Something that don't give up easy (Something that don't give up easy)
4

Never giving up, never giving in (oooo, whoa)
5

A real kind of love (a real kind of love)
6m                                           4
Oh yeah, you know that we need it

(oh yeah, you know that we need it)
5                              6m

Better if the worse is coming (better if the worse is coming)
4

Never giving up, never giving in

A real kind of
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